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Set guidelines for fleet vehicle purchasing and disposal 

Consistency is key. Without purchasing guidelines, personnel from varying 

departments and locations may buy vehicles as needed and keep them for as long 

as they see fit. Without bulk purchasing and insight into the right time/mileage for 

selling vehicles, your company could be hemorrhaging money. 

Take the time to spec out vehicle options to meet the requirements of your fleet 

and put a purchasing plan in place. You should aim to optimize vehicle replacement. 

 

Set goals and expectations for driver performance 

Some of our customers incentivize drivers for doing a good job—whether this be for 

achieving high fuel efficiency, performing vehicle inspections regularly or exhibiting 

high driving performance. While this may not work for everyone, you should always 

hold your drivers to a performance standard. The potential fuel savings for better 

driving habits and a well running vehicle can really add up across an entire fleet. 

With driver behavior monitoring, it’s even easier to promote safe driving habits. 

Create actionable goals for your drivers to inspire safer, more responsible driving 

habits. 

 

 

https://www.fleetio.com/blog/how-to-address-poor-driver-behavior


Measure everything that matters 

Metrics are important—they can help monitor progress, but they can also become 

a bunch of numbers if they aren’t measuring anything useful. In order to be on top 

of your fleet operations, you need to make sure you’re measuring well. After all, 

how can you improve upon something when you don’t know the starting point? A 

few metrics that give solid insight into vehicle performance and fleet performance 

overall include cost per mile, total cost trend and operating cost summary. 

In other words, monitor and measure specific data that directly impacts your fleet. 

 

Document everything digitally 

Ditch your file folders. In the world of cheap online storage, there are no excuses for 

not knowing where your fleet information is stored. Invoices, work orders, receipts, 

photos, employee records, product manuals and more can be kept in one central 

digital location and accessed from any internet-connected device. 

It’s time to join the modern era of fleet vehicle management. Move your fleet 

documents to the Cloud and find your fleet information instantly. 

 

Constantly educate yourself about industry advances and consider adoption 

The fleet industry is constantly changing—it’s important to keep up! Join an industry 

association, read trade publications and blogs (like this one) and keep up with what 

is happening in vehicle technology. 

As you read up on new technology, don’t be afraid to adopt it. Our team has seen 

Fleetio users make a big difference in their operations with the implementation of 

new technology and best practices. Alternative fuels, once seen as a long shot, may 

actually be within reach and cost-effective for your fleet. The same goes for vehicle 

technology where if you have accurate data for your vehicles, you can make 

educated decisions about payback on investments. 

https://www.fleetio.com/downloads/fleet-metrics-white-paper
https://www.fleetio.com/
https://www.fleetio.com/manage


In this age of technology and information, everything you need to be a fleet 

management expert is right at your fingertips. 

 

 

5 of the Biggest Productivity Challenges Fleet Managers Face in Fleet Management  

Fleet managers are faced with several challenges that impact both productivity and 

profitability when managing a fleet. Here are five of the most common challenges 

you may be facing and to overcome them by leveraging telematics and workflow 

automation. 

 

As a fleet manager, efficiency is key. Unfortunately, most fleet managers find 

themselves immersed in tasks that are both time-consuming and add little to the 

bottom line of the company – if anything. 

A recent survey of over a thousand companies across the EU and the USA found that 

SMEs are frustrated by the expense, time ineffectiveness and potential for error that 

handling essential tasks manually often results in.  

Related: How TomTom Telematics Can Keep Your Business Moving Forward 

“Secondly, managers want digital solutions to take care of these jobs. These two 

things came up again and again,” says Beverly Wise, Sales Director UK, TomTom 

Telematics. 

The study also found that: 

 59% of respondents agreed that reporting working times took up too much 

time 

 Fuel and vehicle management was an area for concern, with 66% saying they 

could do more to reduce fuel costs 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/330421


 55% say their vehicle costs are higher than necessary.   

Here are the top five challenges that fleet managers face in fleet management and 

how they can be overcome through telematics and workflow automation. 

 

1. Excessive time spent on fleet management admin tasks  

It might not appear as a cost on your financial statement, but time spent on 

administration tasks that aren’t core business activities is an expense that can easily 

add up when it comes to fleet management.  

Tasks like quoting and invoicing can cut into your day, reducing your productivity 

and ultimately limiting the amount of time you can spend on revenue-generating 

activities. 

In TomTom’s recent global study on the biggest challenges that fleet decision-

makers face, 49% of fleet managers say that at least one of their team members 

spend 1.5 to 2 hours on quoting and invoicing, 42% on identifying and dispatching 

the best worker for the job, 43% on expense management and 40% on keeping 

customers informed.  

This indicates a staggering number of lost hours spent working on non-core business 

activities. How can fleet managers shift their focus, and that of their teams, to what 

matters most? 

How you make more time for core fleet management activities 

Paper-based systems add an additional layer of administrative duties to your tasks, 

which inevitably slows your processing time. Think about the last time you had to 

hunt through piles of paper or countless files for that specific quote? 

By embracing a more digitised workflow, admin tasks will require less of your time 

and reduce the risk of human error and miscommunication. 



For example, you can automate communication with your workforce and other 

routine tasks like sending jobs to your fleet drivers, invoicing and billing your 

customers, routing and scheduling your deliveries, managing your operating 

expenses, creating service and maintenance reminders, and conducting vehicle 

checks. 

TomTom’s WEBFLEET solution provides fleet managers with job-by-job insights that 

deliver accurate time spent with clients and automated invoices, which can speed 

up billing.  

https://telematics.tomtom.com/en_za/webfleet/fleet-management/workflow-management/
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